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The e-content development methods are the most important task that has to be solved for electronic
lessons implementation. The second important work that has to be done concerns data files distribution for
eligible users of an Internet education resources database. These demanding solutions are integrating different
levels and different technologies of programming. The paper describes several aspects of an Internet e-content
databases structure and services needed for their content distribution, using high level Internet resources
protection standards.

1. INTRODUCTION
The paper shows number of services needed to use the Internet data units on a remote
terminal. The database complexity implies demanding interfaces that make exploration of the
database content possible, using questions – explorer. The discussed problem concerns already
evaluated project, used for Distance Learning System exploitation, by an Internet service.
The multimedia applications use various graphical interfaces and rich formats of graphics,
animation and various audio effects. Although many efforts have already been done on this field
new challenge one can observe that provide the Internet application [1], [2].

2. THE DISTRIBUTION PLATFORM MAIN UNITS
The research worker unit
Every research worker can use his own website containing personal data (e.g. the e-mail
address, the work schedule, the list of research works, the picture, etc). Some of these data
components are accessible for any visitor, but some of them are available for logged-in students
only. The front page used by the research worker creates a system administrator.
The system administrator also creates specific login and password for each research worker
that allows entering the system. Modifications require web browser usage (e.g. Internet Explorer).
Anyhow our product provides the user with interface avoiding script or hyper text languages (e.g.
PHP, JavaScript or HTML) usage. Just new values in data fields have to be typed.
The research worker’s authorization
In case you want to access options available for research workers only enter the system first.
Then use your login and password - given to you by the system administrator:
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−
−

run the web browser and put the main page identifier,
then a login window appears (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1. Window for login

−

after properly given data the user is logged-in the DL system (Fig .2)

Fig. 2. The Logged research worker

Options available for the research worker
When the worker is already logged-in several options are available:
 personal data,
 published books and papers,
 consulting schedule,
 mail,
 a student score file.
All this options available in bookmark Research worker, in direct modification mode (none
programming skills needed).
The user personal data

Fig. 3. Research worker’s main page

Fig. 3 shows an example of the front page where modifications has to be done (after you are
logged-in). The worker’s editing interface has been presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The research worker’s edit form

−
−
−

characters editing,
worker’s picture replacing,
login and password modification.

The research workers file of publications,
The list is grouped in two roots:
−
type (as: journals, monographs, books, handbooks, …)
−
subject
Extending the file:
−
mail,
−
choose the Research worker->Publication from the menu (look at the example in Fig.
5).
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Fig. 5. The worker publications file

To append a new item to the list choose an interface Add publication, as shows the example in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The interface for file modification

Choose type: journals, monographs, books, handbooks. Then type a name (or names) of
author(s). The default format has to be used: surname space first letter of name dot.
Ex.:
Smith M.
or
Smith M., Doe J., Peggy S.
The editing is permitted for person who entered the data into, only. For more, please check
the system options. The Add button confirms the editing process. Cancel exits without saving
changes.
Consulting schedule
A new list editing
Choose the Research worker ->Consultation option. The default list appears that can be
modified using the interface presented in Fig. 7, where: day, week, time, place, type and actions are
defined.
After the data is replaced the Update button will set the data into the website database. The
edited, current data is canceled by Delete button. After the consulting record is accepted, by at least
one student, it can not be removed.

Fig. 7. The consulting schedule
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Registration student list
After the students put their names into the list it is presented at the website (Fig. 8):

Fig. 8. The consulting students’ file

The teacher is in duty to confirm the consulting schedule to every student. Any additional
information can also be sent to the student (fig. 9). The Send or Cancel buttons are used for
messages transfer.

Fig. 9. The message window

Messages for lab-groups
The laboratory group example is given in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. The laboratory group

The interfaces for messages transfer uses the Send and Cancel buttons in the same manner as
for single student.
Browsing student’s score
If you are a teacher of group using a MAMS, you are able to browse the student’s score.
Choose the Research worker ->Study scores option then a list of subjects for browsing (Fg. 11) is
available.

Fig. 11. The list of subjects
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Choosing the subjects you are interested in and get a list of students, as in Fig 12.

Fig. 12. The list of students

After the student is chosen the score list will appear (Fig 13).

Fig. 13. The list of scores

If more details are needed click More, then the result is presented as in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Extended score-formats

STUDENT
The student ready to study in our Virtual University obtains from the system manager the
access permissions to DL system database. This procedure goes through several options (from the
list bellow Fig.15) that have to be completed by the student: Home page, Study course, Obligatory
Subjects, Additional Subjects, MAMS unit import, consulting services.
After the data is replaced the Update button will set the data into the website.
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Fig. 15. The main menu STUDENT

The student’s home page
The information about the studies content is given in the specification, as in example bellow
(Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. General information

The website of DL system contains information that sent to the student the dean's office. Any
new information is presented automatically during the student’s activity. The Dean's office is
spotting the messages reading.
The study monitoring
This option provides the user with various data components that are the evidence of the
student activity (Fig.17).

Fig. 17. The interface of student activity
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Obligatory subjects
Defines the list of obligatory subjects needed to fulfilling the study schedule. Clicking on an
active link, in the title of the subject, full information about the subject is given (Fig.18).
Additional subjects
There is a list-defining subject set that completes the study course into previously defined
total score. When the student makes tests within the applications using a MAMS platform, the
results of interactions are registered and presented (Fig.18)

Fig. 18 The MAMS check-up results

Consulting services
The system provides the user with remote enrolling into consulting services – given by
university workers (Fig. 19). Every proposal has to be confirmed clicking the Confirm button. For
killing the record the Delete button is used.

Fig. 19. The interface for consulting services

DEANERY
Virtual deanery interfaces are provided for studies arrangement and management, via
Distance Learning Platform services.
Options: students services, the DL Platform users registering and administrating, setting the
users privileges for DLP resources usage, a teaching resources and study structure selection.
The unit was designed as a Virtual Deanery available from Internet terminals.
The deanery options allow providing students with services common for traditional study
organisation. The database of Virtual Deanery is arranged in a way of tree. Anyhow the user has to
edit and update his data record systematically.
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Available options
Administration Panel (below) is available after the user was logged-in

Fig. 20. Administration Panel

Deanery services
First, very useful keywords dictionary that simplifies needed names searching, in following
fields of the record:
The study branch, The study form, Year of the course, Subjects support by MAMS (with elearning resources).
The study branch (Studies)
It is the unit that support creating the study program; setting duration of the study, selecting
courses program, getting information about available subjects and other necessary parameters.

Fig. 21. Lists of courses study

−
−
−
−
−
−

Options available on the list of studies:
Information about study program – by clicking the „specialization code”,
General information
Subjects – where opening, editing and removing list of subjects for individual study are
possible.
Clone – for copying one of offered studies with editing possibilities.
Delete – for removing selected program of studies from database.
Send a message – that makes sending messages to every student of the study possible.
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In case the user selects „Subjects” the list of individual subjects is presented, with following
options:
−
Show information about subjects – click name of subject
−
Edit – Editing information about selected subject of the individual study.
−
Delete– Removing subject from the list.
−
Add subject – that makes adding new subjects to the list of subjects possible.
In the subject application-form, the subject schedule in semester can be performed.

Fig. 22. Subject edition panel

Fig. 23. Groups division

Groups
For creating structure of the study groups; with already created groups.
The list of groups can be modified by the following interfaces: Add group, Edit group, Delete
the group, Send a message – sending messages to every student of this group
Students
In this unit, the user or the E-learning system administrator can create and explore the score
list of students. He is also allowed to add and modify privileges of students to access the e-learning
load, to modify personal data of the student and to edit history of study.
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After selecting one of the studies lists of groups will appear. User has to select one group in
the study and click on the “list of students”. There are of students’ list, which are in selected group
and the table.
Options: Edit – editing personal details, Delete – removing student’s from the database,
History of study – editing history of the individual student’s study).
The study History
Student is collecting resources set that define the history of study. After selecting the option,
the two groups of checkboxes are offered:
First
– the next semester promotion,
Second – the ending semester history.
Subjects
Deanery is also allowed to add and edit data about subjects. User can place information and
program about courses. He can also link lecture and exercise witch subjects.
Every subject is defined by several services: Proving information about the subject, Basic data
record – for inserting general information about the subjects, Lectures – allows editing the list op
lectures, within the selected subject, Exercises – is editing a list of experiments, Teachers – creating
the list of teachers able to run subjects. Delete – allows killing the subject in database.

Fig. 24. History of study edit

Workers
It contains full information abort workers, as: personal data, history of scientist work,
hobbies, photo and list of subjects they are teaching by individual worker.
Message management
Virtual Deanery can send and receive short messages to students from any group of DL
system users. The reporting system allows checking all recorded scores and messages.
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Fig. 25. Message management panel

For sending messages the user has to select option concerning student’s group or study than to
select option: “send message”. After that the window with message containing the application note
will be given, where the user has to type a text of message for sending it.

Fig. 26. Send message form

3. CONCLUSIONS
In our registration format several additions can be noticed. They where listed in following
way:
A).
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Six characteristic features can be distinguished:
Flexible interface for new extensions entering,
Tool-oriented development environment,
Menu driven web interfaces,
Sub-databases creation for local users,
Links for advanced classification system (into MAMS platform),
Security standards implementation, for personal data and content of the system
protection.

B).
Five user-categories have also been defined:
1) Guest (not identified)- for the DL content exploration:
−
The department presentation,
−
Staff home pages (schedule of works and consulting)
−
Whole description of available subjects
−
Studies schedule and possible rearrangement,
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2)

3)

4)

5)

−
News and remarks,
Student, with:
−
Interfaces into dean’s office (virtual dean’s services),
−
Score of current study level,
−
Links for the MAMS database content.
−
Approach into the portal with recommended and available study-subjects, personal score
level check-up, remarks, recommended helps,
−
Remote link into visit-register (for consultations or exams).
Research staff, with:
−
Interface for modifiers of personal records within website, besides programming skills
(as a hypertext level).
−
Interface for modifiers of a research works list presented in website, besides
programming skills as well,
−
Consulting schedule modification,
−
Confirmation interface for the students appointments.
−
Students’ scores analysis under MAMS arbiter.
−
Messages transfer interface for student communication.
−
The individual program of the lecture creation using a built-in web pages editor.
−
The MAMS applications rearrangement for lectures mode usage.
−
The schedule of appointments print-out.
Dean’s office (Secretariat) option allows to:
−
Create and modify general information (e.g. news, studies remarks, student duties etc.)
−
Change workers’ schedules, duties range and consulting flowchart).
−
Modifying the workers’ personal data-records.
−
Enter a new student into the group, calling him to follow the study course,
−
Modification interface of study program (subjects entering or canceling).
Administrator, with:
−
Entering the users into the data base
−
Levels of services definition for new users.(rights, available modules).
−
Rearrangement of all options of the system structure,
−
Extension of the system structure and modules.
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